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Abstract: This paper proposes a conceptual model using four failed mergers (Federated -Fingerhut,
KCPL and Western Resources, Daimler–Chrysler and Alcatel–Lucent) and distinguishes two types of
dimensions: type of failure (tangible and intangible) and degree of failure (fixable and unfixable).
Using case studies as a research strategy and focusing on the Alcatel–Lucent merger, as an example of
an idiosyncratic type of “merger of equals”, the model identifies the entrepreneurial conflict variable
as a missed step for obtaining a sustainable merger process over time.
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1. Introduction

The business history over the last 30 years shows how merger activity is one of the chief methods
for growing. For that reason, experts and executives are still searching for models and indicators that
provide guarantees of success. The literature regarding mergers is huge, and it is even greater in the
case of looking for success [1–7].

For example, classical studies on industrial mergers have differentiated merger success and
merger failure by analyzing its behavior during its first decade and statistically ascertaining success in
terms of earnings on capitalization [1,6]. On the other hand, present studies study merger success in
a complex analysis of formal financial elements (accounting, budgeting) and nonfinancial elements
(strategy, leadership and culture) [2].

Failure has been couched in terms as “resale” or “liquidation”, or as “failing to reach certain
projected growth or profit” [8]. Failure also occurs when mergers are announced because the firm’s
stock-acquiring process tends to fall slightly and when the profitability of the acquired firm is lower
after being sold off (relative comparable non-merged firms) [8].

This article examines mergers’ behavior from the failure viewpoint, following the contributions
of authors as Ravenscraft and Scherer [9,10] who have shown the most conclusive evidence of
lower post-merger sustainability—measured by financial tangible elements of profitability or labor
productivity. By other way, authors such as Weber and Camerer [11], have identified intangible
elements such as cultural conflict and entrepreneurial behavior, both of which are responsible for
reaching an unsustainable merger development process.

The sustainability concept has been applied to several fields: environmental, economic and
social [12]. This article analyzes an economic concept of sustainable merger considering missteps
involved in the process as for example intangible elements which are not being considered within a
classical pre-merger planning.

This article proceeds as follows: The first section is dedicated to a literature review which analyses
the complexity of obtaining successful mergers; the following section explains the conceptual model of
the paper based on the failure viewpoint and its importance for practitioners, as well as the justifying
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material and methods used in the model; the third section explains the proposed theoretical model
built using four failed mergers (Federated–Fingerhut, KCPL and Western Resources, Daimler–Chrysler
and Alcatel–Lucent), in the process distinguishing two variables:

(1) Type of failure: On one hand, the tangible ones which come from quantitative elements such
as capital, liabilities, revenues or stocks, and onthe other hand, the intangible ones such as culture,
strategic vision or entrepreneurial relationship; and

(2) degree of failure, which could be fixable or unfixable during the merger process.
From the combination of both variables, we propose a model of four stages of failure for a merger:

breakdown, tearing, corrosion and collapse. This last one is developed in depth in the discussion
using the specific case of the Alcatel and Lucent merger, identifying the entrepreneurial conflict as
responsible for the failure. Finally, we provide the conclusions and future lines to research.

2. Literature Review

Success and failure in mergers are one of the most studied topics by academics and
practitioners [4,13,14], and over the last 30 years, merger activity has been considered one of the
chief strategies for organization of growth [8].

The decision about what merger type is more suitable in a specific case depends on the motive for
which two firms want to merge. For example, a classical example of a horizontal merger is between
British Airways and British Caledonian in 1987. In this case, the motives for merger were: On the one
hand, the creation of scale and scope economies, which allowed British Airways to gain access to the
airport rights held by British Caledonian and to reduce the competition on those routes; and, on the
other hand, a further increase in size of the firm due to market power.

The market power motive, usually associated with a horizontal merger, can be enhanced if there
are no available substitutes for the monopolized input through vertical integration [3,15]. The use of
a vertical merger to monopolize the market is illegal in most countries because this type of merger
establishes entry barriers through the control of supply or through cost advantages that a vertical
organization possesses. An example of backward vertical integration has been noted in the United
Kingdom with the privatization of the electricity-generating industry, where there has been greater
scope to generate some of their own electricity needs.

There are three major types of mergers: horizontal, vertical and conglomerate. A conglomerate
or diversification merger introduces organizational behavior to new markets and new products not
related to current business activities. In the United Kingdom during the 1960s, between 10 and 15 per
cent of the growth of firms was through conglomerate mergers, and by the 1980s, this merger form
represented around 30 per cent of all merger activity [16].

An example of this behavior could be observed in the Hanson Trust, but it differs in this
conglomerate concept because it bought up cheap firms not in order to attain long-term strategic
goals. The Hanson Trust came about in the 1960s at the hands of Lord Hanson, a successful British
businessman [17]. The behavior pattern was to generate a firm‘s cash to repay the debt incurred to
fund the acquisition and to deliver dividends to shareholders. The Hanson techniques have become
standard business practice (from rewarding managers for maximizing shareholder value to focusing
on cash generation). So, trying to answer the question about entrepreneurship conflict in mergers, size
issue is outlined as a key element [16].

In the case of growth through acquisitions, a smaller firm is fitted into the existing structure
of a larger organization. In conglomerate cases, large companies are brought together without the
advantages of decentralization and autonomy being lost. However, “mergers of equals”, which
involves two firms of comparable stature coming together and acquiring the best of each partner to
create a completely new organization; two leaders will manage the merged firm together, will take
decisions together and will represent the survival of the culture and the soul of each merged firm, and
afterwards they will fight for getting the business control.
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3. Case Studies to Develop a Conceptual Model of Failure Merger

Using case studies as a research strategy, which has been used too by classic scholars as well
as relevant authors of management literature [8,18,19], we propose a conceptual model to focus the
entrepreneurial conflict as a missed step in a sustainable merger process over time.

Authors such as Eisenhardt and Graebner [19] hold that theory building from case studies is one
of the best bridges from rich qualitative evidence to deductive research. Even more, they published
an article in one of the lead journals of management, which has been cited more than 11,630 times.
In that paper, they justify the meaning of theoretical sampling as selected cases particularly suitable
for illuminating and extending relationships and logic among constructs. So, following this research
method we have selected concrete merger cases based on their uniqueness which help to understand
the idiosyncratic detail of each one.

In this way, this paper proposes a theoretical model using four failed mergers
(Federated–Fingerhut, KCPL and Western Resources, Daimler–Chrysler and Alcatel–Lucent) and
distinguishes two types of dimensions: type of failure (tangible and intangible) and degree of failure
(fixable and unfixable) (see Figure 1).
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Tangible failure defines two aspects of the deal structure: price premium and financing type.
Hartman [5] quotes numerous studies which conclude that between 60 and 80 percent of all mergers
are unsuccessful, overestimation of benefits and underestimation of the difficulties entailed in the
integration of merged firms being the relevant reasons. According Epstein [2], “mergers often fail
due to paying too high a purchase price and overburdening the new company with sky-high debt
payments”. So, both partners must consider whether their stocks are overvalued or undervalued at
the time of the deal. Summarizing, tangible failures are caused by financial elements.

An example of tangible failure in mergers is the merger case of Federated and Fingerhut. Federated
paid about 30 per cent premium price in the deal and sold the operation for less than US$ 800 million
in 2002, after purchasing the firm for US$ 1.7 billion in 1999 [20]. This unsuccessful and unsustainable
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merger case is unfixable and originated by tangible failure. In our failure analysis, this combination of
tangible and unfixable failure merger is called “Breakdown”.

Kansan City Power & Light (KCPL) and Western Resources (now known as Westar Energy) is
an example of a tangible and fixable failure of merger. This merger terminated in January 2000 due
to financial problems of Protection One (a Western Resources subsidiary) and the related decline in
Western Resources’ stock price. KCPL expected to grow as a result of the merger from unregulated
businesses including subsidiaries (as Protection One), so this expectation suggests that better financial
information regarding subsidiaries could have kept the merger agreement. Following the proposed
failure analysis, this tangible and fixable failure in a merger is called “Tearing” (see Figure 1).

The failures defined as intangible should be nonfinancial elements such as the ability to merge
cultures, building a joint strategic vision, the evaluation of structure fit, understanding the strategy
being used; the entrepreneurs are considered in this paper.

The merger of Daimler and Chrysler was defined by several experts and practitioners as a
“merger of equals”, which means that each unit benefits from the other’s strengths and capabilities.
The previous financial analysis of both companies reflected optimism about the merger. However,
differences in culture between both firms caused the merger failure [21]. The merger was not
developed between “equals” because Daimler–Benz and Chrysler had different ways of operating.
Daimler’s culture was more stressful, formal and structured whereas Chrysler’s culture allowed a
freewheeling style.

The conflict centered on different views on pay scales and travel expenses. The original aim
was to share research and processes but differences in corporate policies caused difficulties in the
merger. This intangible failure is due to the integration process not being adequately managed. So, this
intangible failure could have been resolved. Following the proposed failure analysis, this intangible
and fixable failure in this merger is called “Corrosion” (see Figure 1).

Finally, intangible and unfixable failure (“Collapse”) is presented through the case of Alcatel and
Lucent. Their entrepreneurs are analyzed as potential failures in this merger. In order to develop this
business case from the entrepreneurial viewpoint, first it is necessary to outline a conceptual dimension
of the entrepreneur variable (see Figure 1).

The entrepreneur is the one who creates new industries and new markets and promotes major
changes in the economy [22–24]. So, most markets are created because an entrepreneur has decided to
set them up [25].

Firms act as market-making intermediators and the entrepreneur is the coordinator of information
that he obtains first-hand, by direct observation or second-hand through communication with other
people. A merger is a type of tool by means of which the entrepreneur acquires information, and
in this way, he turns the information into research and development. However, the information is
subjective, and in view of the possibility that two entrepreneurs might have the same information, its
interpretation would be different because the nature of its interpretation depends on the identity of the
person making it. Thus, the key role of the entrepreneur is based upon a synthesis of information that
he must coordinate.

In a merger case, two coordinators must make decisions together, but a coordinator cannot
implement a plan without control over resources. Following Markham [26], some mergers are the
“means by which some entrepreneurs make their exit from the industry, selling their undepreciated
assets to other entrepreneurs”. After a merger, it is very important that the new firm defines its new
resources and its new property rights, because if not, every entrepreneur would be able to promote
rival plans against the other one. So, if the information is often highly subjective and every judgement
of a situation is potentially unique for every entrepreneur, the new merged firm could be managed
by two heads which provide two different perceptions of any given situation. For this reason, the
analysis of entrepreneurial decisions because of personality characteristics has become a relevant issue
for researchers and practitioners [27].
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A Meyer–Briggs type indicator (MBTI) regarding entrepreneur personality preferences is one
of the most used by researchers. This indicator is based on Jungian Theory and it establishes
four entrepreneurial behaviors: (1) Extroversion–Introversion: modes of orientation to the world;
(2) Sensing–Intuitive: ways of Perceiving; (3) Thinking–Feeling: how judgments are formed; and
(4) Judging–Perceptive: about the decision-making process. For example, Westerman et al. [28] used
the MBTI to determine the interaction of personality type with academic performance for persons in
their first year of dental school. They only found low and non-significant correlations between MBTI
type and success as measured by grade point averages.

Murray and Johnson [29] used this instrument to identify the types of females who were more
successful at the US Naval Academy, and Shuit [30] used MBTI to demonstrate how individuals of
different types approach their work and problem solving in a different manner.

However, entrepreneurial behavior should be particularly analyzed and not classified according
to subjective characteristics such as ways of thinking or perceiving. An entrepreneur’s objective
characteristics would be experience in management positions, previous knowledge in mergers or any
other relevant and personal data.

Thus, a 5W tool is proposed as a way of knowing the objective characteristics of every partner
before merging: Who is the entrepreneur? (Relative in family business?); when did the entrepreneur
arrive in the firm? (Degree of knowledge about his firm); what is his experience in the merger? (is
it the first one?); why has he decided to merge? (Personal interests or firm’s interests), and finally,
where does the success of his firm lie? (Competitive advantages). The 5W tool tries to study what the
entrepreneurs’ behavior for every partner firm could be.

In this context, Lewin’s studies [31] propose a person’s behavior function based on two variables:
A person who takes decisions and his environment [31]. It means that one entrepreneur could be a
potential failure in a merger depending on the environment where the merger is developed. So, the
environment issue is presented as a key point of analysis in the degree of failure in a merger, which
could be fixable or unfixable depending on the circumstances.

So, after explaining the personal details of each partner, the second step of Lewin’s analysis is
the environment where the merger is going to be developed. The environment variable is defined by
three key points: merger motive, merger type and merger size. Let suppose an entrepreneur in the
fourth generation of a family business, who was brought into the firm slowly, and, thanks to succession
planning, has experience in previous mergers; he decides to merge in order to grow and his firm
possesses tangible and intangible competitive advantages.

So, in order to analyze the entrepreneurial failure in a merger of equals context, we present the
Alcatel and Lucent Technologies merger as an entrepreneurial failure in a merger of equals context.

4. Discussion about the “Collapse” Case of the Alcatel and Lucent Merger

Alcatel and Lucent Technologies have been defined by several experts and practitioners as
“merger of equals”. The proposed merger in 2001 fell apart after Lucent saw itself as being acquired
by the larger Alcatel. Lucent is now in better shape than in 2001 and considering that it was spun off
from AT&T in 1996 (AT&T Technologies, Inc., the former Western Electric), the company has seen its
business legacy decline. For Alcatel, a merger could give it a greater U.S. presence. Alcatel is strong in
ADSL and it would also be able to compete with Cisco for VoIP or triple-play business due to Lucent
providing it with access to the Baby Bells.

A financial market reporter at USA Today, Matt Krantz [32], describes this French–American
merger as follows:

“With few exceptions, when companies say they “merged,” what they’re really saying is that
one company was acquired. Why don’t they just say that? Maybe it’s an ego thing, but for whatever
reason, many acquired companies don’t want to fess up. And the acquiring company helps the target
save face. That’s kind of what happened here. The companies went to great lengths to try to hide the
fact that Alcatel was buying Lucent. They used terms like "merger of equals" to disguise the fact. Some
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investors might think—that Lucent is an equal in the deal because Lucent’s CEO Patricia Russo will be
CEO of the new company”.

Following Lewin’s behavior function, a merger analysis requires two aspects: a person and an
environment. Merger behavior depends on the entrepreneur’s behavior and the merger environment.
The Alcatel–Lucent merger behavior is an example of how entrepreneurial failure type could
be developed.

Firstly, person behavior is studied through the 5W tool in order to obtain relevant
information about merger partners. Lucent’s entrepreneur is Patricia Russo and Serge Tchuruk
is Alcatel’s entrepreneur.

The 5W tool presents two solid entrepreneurs, independent of their company, with adequate
experience in management and in merger leadership (see Table 1).

Table 1. Entrepreneur analysis in Alcatel-Lucent Merger (Own work from Alcatel and Lucent’s reports).

5W Patricia Russo
Lucent

Serge Tchuruk
Alcatel

Who is entrepreneur?

IBM: 8 years in sales
and marketing.
Eastman Kodak Company:
President and Chief
Operating Officer.

Total: Chairman and CEO.
Orkem: Chairman and CEO.
Rhône-Poulenc: various executive
positions in the basic chemicals
division, before becoming
Managing Director.
Mobil Benelux: CEO.

When did entrepreneur arrive in
the firm?

“As one of the founding
executives of the company, she
helped launch Lucent in 1996 and
has spent more than 20 years of
her career managing some of
Lucent’s and AT&T’s largest
divisions and most critical
corporate functions”.

He joined Alcatel in 1995.

What is her/his experience
in mergers?

“As executive vice president of
strategy, business development
and corporate operations, she
reportedly controlled 27 of
Lucent’s 29 acquisitions, valued at
a cool $32 billion”.

As Alcatel’s CEO, he controlled 12
of Alcatel’s 16 acquisitions.

Why is she/he determined
to merge?

Market power: “The combined company will be one of the largest in the
world and the largest in the world in terms of revenues (over $25 billion)
run by a woman”.

Scale and Scope Economies.

Where does the success of her/his
firm lie? Technology and innovation

Serge Tchuruk is the Non-Executive Chairman and Patricia Russo is the CEO in the new company
Lucent–Alcatel. Board composition is international: Six of Alcatel’s current directors (including
Tchuruk), six of Lucent’s current directors (including Russo) and two new independent European
directors who will be mutually agreed upon. The expected closing date of this merger is between 6–12
months from the merger announcement in April 2006.

Secondly, the Alcatel–Lucent merger environment is analyzed from three aspects: merger motive,
merger type and size. A merger of equals, as Alcatel-Lucent calls it, defines the size aspect.

They are two similar-sized companies coming together to create a new organization with
significant competitive advantages. In the Alcatel–Lucent case, the fixed exchange ratio is
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0.1952; approximately, Alcatel shareowners possess 60 percent while 40 percent is owned by
Lucent shareowners.

Although in 2001 Lucent saw itself as being acquired by Alcatel and for that reason that proposed
merger was rejected, the fixed exchange ratio demonstrates that Alcatel could be the acquiring firm
once again. Whereas an acquisition causes a sense of which company is in charge, a merger of equals
often conveys a power struggle as members of both companies are determined to gain control over the
new company [8].

An Alcatel–Lucent merger report [1] specifies the following benefits of scale and scope: ongoing
consolidation of global service providers, increasing network complexity and convergence, major
network transformation, significant R&D investment in order to maintain leadership, and scale- and
scope-enhancing competitiveness. The motives of market power and scale economies are usually
associated with horizontal mergers. While Alcatel’s competitive advantage is its strength in ADSL,
Lucent’s advantage is accessibility to the Baby Bells. For Alcatel, a merger with Lucent could provide
a greater American presence. In this exchange, the Alcatel–Lucent’s CEO would be Patricia Russo
(Lucent’s CEO). So, the environment merger analysis of Alcatel–Lucent is: merger of equals + market
power and scale and scope economies + horizontal merger.

In the Alcatel–Lucent merger report [1], they also explain what their common vision and
innovation culture must be in order sto uccessfully meet their goal: shared vision of network
transformation; common culture of technical excellence and innovation; deep understanding of
customer needs; industry leading depth and breadth of talent; and geographic, portfolio and customer
fit. They hold: “two companies and one common vision”. It is particularly interesting when two
companies with one common vision have two heads (Russo and Tchuruk), and at least the two
independent members of the board must be mutually agreed upon. In addition, this argument is also
most interesting when approximately 60 percent of Alcatel’s shareowners are not directly represented
by Alcatel’s CEO (Tchuruk).

On analyzing the failure process according to type dimension and degree dimension, the
Alcatel–Lucent merger does not present tangible failures a priori (combined revenues of €21/$25
billion and cash of €9/$11 billion). However, intangible failures could appear post-merger. In
the Alcatel–Lucent merger report [1], intangible variables such as culture, strategic vision, synergy
structural costs (approximately €10/$12 billion), and strategic fit (right time, right solutions and right
companies) are considered in pre-merger planning, but not in entrepreneur failure.

Tchuruk and Russo are two heads in a new organization whose merger was called “of equals”
without that point being completely resolved in the first merger attempt in 2001. Furthermore, two
powerful entrepreneurs who are used to managing merger leadership, with experience within their
firms and with the same aims, could represent a failure type in merger. So, if they are a potential
intangible failure, they should be analyzed during pre-merger planning. The power struggle to seek
control over the new organization ends when one of the entrepreneurs wins and the merger turns into
a takeover or when the merger is broken due to financial problems caused by wrong management
during the entrepreneurial conflict.

Focusing on the second dimension of failure analysis, the degree of failure in a merger could be
fixable and unfixable. The potential entrepreneurial failure found in the Alcatel–Lucent merger is more
likely to be unfixable (“Collapse”) than fixable (“Corrosion”) due to there being two entrepreneurs
(Russo and Tchuruk) and due also to the previous response of Lucent in 2001 when it saw itself as
being acquired by Alcatel. The Alcatel–Lucent merger case shows the existence of another intangible
failure in mergers, which should be studied in pre-merger planning: the entrepreneur variable.

October 1st, 2008: Alcatel–Lucent announced changes to its leadership and Board of Directors.
Non-Executive Chairman Serge Tchuruk and Patricia Russo decided to step down. Russo decided
to step down at the end of that year until a new CEO was in place and to maintain the continuity
of the company´s business. The same announcement holds “The Board will commence a search for
a new non-executive Chairman and CEO immediately”. Tchuruk said that “It is now time that the
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company acquires personality of its own, independent from its predecessors”; and Russo added: “The
company will benefit from new leadership aligned with a newly composed Board to bring a fresh and
independent perspective that will take Alcatel-Lucent to its next level of growth and development in a
rapidly changing global market. I have every desire to ensure a smooth transition of leadership within
the company”.

This leadership conflict between two heads from different business cultures, ways of doing things
and aims has been resolved 2 years after the merger with a new Board of Directors and even with a new
personality which must be built for the new CEO following the Alcatel–Lucent announcement of 2008.
So, a new business is built after Russo and Tchuruk and the merger phase with the conflict leadership
is defined by them as “transitional”. At this point, we could ask ourselves if leadership conflict in a
“merger as equals” is a transitional phase of a merger or a missing motive in the pre-merger planning.

Alcatel and Lucent’s merger is an interesting example where collapse is not defined yet but the
changes to its management team and Board of Directors indicated in the beginning an unsustainable
merger where intangible elements such as leadership conflict were missed by the planning process.

5. Conclusions and Implications for Practice

This paper proposes a framework for studying merger failure where intangible elements should
be considered as well as tangible elements. In this way, four results of mergers are explained by four
behaviors: Breakdown, Tearing, Corrosion, and Collapse.

The Alcatel and Lucent merger is an interesting example defined as a collapse. The changes to its
management team and Board of Directors indicated in the beginning an unsustainable merger where
intangible elements such as entrepreneurship conflict were missed by the pre-merger planning.

In this way, “mergers of equals” established a new framework for future lines of research, which
could be very useful for academics, executives, consultants, and even CEOs affected by a merger
process. Tools such as Lewin’s behavior function and 5W are not unique in obtaining relevant
information about merger partners. Other indicators which could be able to provide relevant details
of each partner and their environment will be very useful in preventing unsustainable mergers built
on failure.
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